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Please make sure the area used is safe for the activities – you can adapt the size of the pitch for Quickstart Rounders, Football
Rounders and Scatterball Rounders to fit in with the area that is available. The arrows inside each box indicates the hitting direction.

  We have suggested groups of 6 for each activity so that they can rotate easily – if you want to use more, please try to keep the
  numbers the same in each activity.

  Please adapt the equipment used to help with safety – think of using balls that don’t travel as far for Quickstart Rounders and
  Scatterball Rounders.
    Decide on the time you want the groups to spend on each activity and then follow the suggested rotation pattern.

QUICKSTART
ROUNDERS
In groups of 6

SCATTERBALL
ROUNDERS
In teams of 3

BOWL & RUN
RELAY

In groups of 6*

OVERARM
THROWING

In pairs**  

* but more than 2 can take part at the same time ** but more than 2 can take part at the same time

FOOTBALL
ROUNDERS
In teams of 3
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Football Rounders
Introduces players to the concept of Rounders

HOW TO PLAY
  Batting team: First batter kicks ball out between 1st and 3rd post and  
     runs around pitch towards 4th post

    Fielding team: Stop the batter from scoring by lining up behind initial   
  fielder and passing the ball over their heads to the last  fielder who    
  shouts ‘stop’

SCORING
  Score 1 point for each post passed by the Batter

  Or, use Rounders rules

FOCUS QUESTIONS
    What is the best technique for sprinting?

  Where is the most effective place to kick the ball?

Team / pitch size can be varied as
appropriate

All batters can run together in a line

 

VARIATIONS
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Equipment:  1 large ball, 4 posts and bases
Number of players: 12 (6 v 6)
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Overarm Throwing 
An overarm throwing practice which improves accuracy 
and distance

HOW TO PLAY
  Place the cones at a distance of 20 metres apart. Place the sponge   
  balls on top of the cones

  Both players stand beside a cone

    Player 1 throws the ball at the cone near where player 2 is standing   
  trying to knock the sponge ball off the cone 

  Player 2 retrieves the ball and repeats trying to knock the sponge ball  
  off player 1’s cone

SCORING
  How many times out of 10 throws each can the team knock the      
  sponge balls off their cones?

VARIATIONS VARIATIONS 
  Start with the throwing distance close to the cone, give the children   
  10 throws and for every throw that hits the cone/sponge ball, they    
  move a metre back

Start with 4 cones (no sponge balls) and use 2
like goal posts for each thrower. Place the 2
cones at a distance of 3 metres apart and 20
metres opposite the other 2 cones. Both players
stand inside the cones 3 metres apart. Working
as a team they’ve to throw the ball to each
other – every successful catch within the cones,other – every successful catch within the cones,
the distance of 3 metres reduces by 50cm  

 

VARIATIONS CONT.
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Equipment:  Two large cones approximately 1
metre in height, two large sponge balls,
1 tennis ball or rounders ball

Number of players: Teams of 2

20m
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Quickstart Rounders
Individual, high scoring game

HOW TO PLAY & SCORING
  Batter starts with 50 points
  Bowler bowls to Batter

  Batter scores 6 points for a rounder. Batter scores 3 points for ½      

  Batter loses 3 points if out: caught or if the post the Batter is running to  

    Batter returns to batting line for another turn

  Bowler continues to bowl until end of Batters innings (4 good balls)

  At end of innings, players rotate until they have all batted

  Batter scoring most points wins 

FOCUS QUESTIONS
  How can you hit the ball for a better chance to score points?

  Where should the Fielders stand to stop points being scored?

is stumped first by a Fielder

rounder (reach 2nd Post)

Can be played as a 6-a-side team
game

Use a batting tee

 

VARIATIONS
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Equipment:  1 bat, 1 ball, 4 posts and bases
Number of players: 6

Y7 / Y8 ROUNDERS FEST 
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Round and Round
A team game needing communication, speed and catching skills

HOW TO PLAY
  Set the posts and bases out for a normal rounders pitch. Place 4 members of the  
  team on each post and then one person as bowler (with the ball) and one      
  person as backstop

    Bowler throws the ball to backstop and follows their throw to the backstop          
    position

  The backstop receives the ball, throws to 1st post and follows their run

  The player at 1st post receives the ball, throws to 2nd post and follows their run

  The player at 2nd post receives the ball, throws to 3rd post and follows their run

  The player at 3rd post receives the ball, throws to 4th post and follows their run

    The player at 4th post receives the ball then runs to the bowling square to start    
  the circuit again

  The circuit is repeated until the ball has travelled around the pitch twice. The    
     team that completes the circuit in the quickest time wins

FOCUS QUESTIONS
  Set them a challenge of getting round the course without dropping the ball.
  When they achieve this, ask them what helped to do this? 

VARIATIONS
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Equipment:  1 ball, 4 posts and bases, stopwatch
Number of players: 6

Adjust spacing of posts

 

Use an alternative ball
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Scatterball Rounders
A game to practice batting which can easily be adapted 
to practice overarm throwing. Fielders must work as a team

HOW TO PLAY
  One team bats and the other teams field

  The teams rotate after batters have had one go each

  Bowler bowls four balls, in turn, to the same batter

  After the fourth ball, batter runs around the pitch

    Fielders: can’t return balls until fourth ball is bowled. Allowed one
  step for balls 1-3

  All balls must be returned to the hoop

SCORING
  1 point scored for each post reached by the batter before all balls    
   are in the hoop

FOCUS QUESTIONS
    What tactics could Fielders use to retrieve balls and return them to    
  the hoop?

Team / pitch size can be varied as
appropriate

All batters can run together in a line

 

VARIATIONS
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Equipment:  4 tennis or soft balls, 3 bats,
4 posts and bases, 1 hoop

Number of players: 12 (4 teams of 3)


